
Raise the Dead

Persuader

Legions awake from the shadows
Brought back to follow my way
I'm one of the ancients, a spirit free
Conjuring souls back to me
We hunt your dreams again, the keepers of the gate
Confess and purify, the fires lit for me
No place for a golden age none will be free

I hear the calling from the shadow of the ghost inside
The faces remain no more
Chained to the dark
The undead are waiting
Who holds the key

Voices are calling me from infinity
I'll reign as the tyrant messiah
Tell the world to see
I will lead them cause I'm not afraid

To walk the earth and raise the dead

Not for the dead, not for the living
The gods will obey
They keep their secrets well
Deep down their minds they dwell
Holding the answer

Endless echoes, whispering words
What will remain when everything lost
I will solve the riddle of live
Madness controls me

To every question an answer belongs
What is the knowledge, truth of it all

I will use the power that rapture will bring

I hear the calling from the shadow of the ghost inside
The faces remain no more
Chained to the dark
The undead are waiting
Who holds the key

Voices are calling me from infinity
I'll reign as the tyrant messiah
Tell the world to see
I will lead them cause I'm not afraid
To walk the earth and raise the dead

Dreamers await the final reality
Engulfed insanity
Scratch the surface of a mirror world
Finally I'm one with the master
Eruption of rising death

I hear the calling from the shadow of the ghost inside
The faces remain no more
Chained to the dark
The undead are waiting



Who holds the key

Voices are calling me from infinity
I'll reign as the tyrant messiah
Tell the world to see
I will lead them cause I'm not afraid
To walk the earth and raise the dead
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